Quantum Cranial Activation
Techniques for ‘Awakening Consciousness’ thru the art of ‘Hands -on-Healing’

There are specific 33 points on your head which, when lightly touched, effortlessly and
easily facilitates the awakening of consciousness.
In Traditional Oriental Medicine Acupuncture, these are referred to as ‘Aupoints’.
In Indian Ayurvedic Medicine they’re referred to as ‘Nadi’s.
These points are like openings, portals or gateways of consciousness.
These specific points facilitate transformation. They release anything that doesn’t allow
you to receive, such as limiting beliefs and sabotage patterns.
Transformation happens at the ‘Quantum’ level.
Quantum Cranial Activation allows you to ‘let-go’ what you don’t want, to process and receive the changes you are choosing in life with ease.
Connect to your higher self.
Connect to the heavenly realm for guidance
Release emotional trauma
Meditate between thoughts and feelings.
The technique allow us to release limiting thoughts, ideas, beliefs, emotions, and considerations that we have unconsciously held onto. As we release our limitations we transform. We transform to realise our true potential.
Each Quantum Cranial Activation point accesses between time and space. Each point
corresponds with specific issues, processes and aspects of life. People transform in areas
such as with their body, wellbeing, weight, money, sex, relationships, anxiety, stress and
so much more. It’s also an amazingly nurturing and relaxing process. Most people will fall
into a deep relaxing and meditative space during the clearing process.
Quantum Cranial Activation sessions
A session lasts between an hour and an hour and a half. Typically, it’s practiced while being relaxed, lying on a massage table. At the very least, you will feel as relaxed as if you have
just had the best massage of your life. At best, your whole life can change into something greater
with total ease.
Melody is an extraordinary ‘Transformational Life Coach’
…
and facilitates a process called ‘Quantum Cranial Activation’.
For more information visit: www.TransformationalLifeCoaching.com.au
or contact Melody at info@TransformationalLifeCoaching.com.au
or phone 0755 760 555

